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Stars & Lasers!! 

Two Free Scenarios 

No.11 
This time we have two rather special scenarios,  both of these scenarios have been kindly written 
for Stars & Lasers by Vic Dobson. 
 
The first scenario is an exciting and very tense scenario, this time it sees a Colony ship searching 
for survivors in an asteroid field. 
But they don’t have long as their enemy has sent in ships to destroy them! 
Can you get the surviving crew back to your ship and escape or will you be destroyed? 
 
The second scenario is a fight to the death, between a lone cruiser and something mysterious 
lurking within an asteroid cluster. 
 
There are references in these scenarios to the “Colony Spaceships” supplement if you don’t have 
this supplement then Zeta class ships favour forward firing weapons. 
The are also references to Captain Skills and XP from the “These Are The Voyages”  supplement 
which is free to download. 
 
Although these two scenarios have been designed to be used in games of Stars & Lasers, as 
always with a little adjustment they should be usable in other games systems as well. 
 
I hope you have fun using Stars & Lasers and these scenarios. 

Mac 
 
 
 
You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there is  
also a section where you will find all the FAQ’s  
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any 
feed back. 
There is also a Facebook page for Stars & Lasers  -  www.facebook.com/starsandlasers 
Come over to the new Little Wargaming Worlds Discord Server and tell us about your games of 
Stars & Lasers!!   -  https://discord.gg/WEYcAGxf9E 
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TO RUN THROUGH DARK PLACES …  
 
When the Despots of Lorica launched their surprise attack on the UEF forces in the Xanadu Rift 
Sector with the aim of securing the resources of the sector for themselves, several UEF ships 
were taken by surprise and destroyed before they could escape.  
In particular, one ships loss was a cause for great concern in the UEF Admiralty – the UEF  
battlecruiser 'Nimrod' was taken by surprise by 3 Lorica heavy cruisers whilst on detached duties 
surveying a dense asteroid cluster on the edge of the sector and destroyed with the loss of all 
hands – including the only daughter of the UEF president, who was serving as one of the  
Nimrod's junior doctors. 
However, a few days later a damaged & retreating UEF frigate passed near the site of the  
Nimrods loss and detected a faint disaster beacon transmission coming from somewhere within 
the dense cluster of rocks, indicating that at least some of the Nimrods escape pods had  
managed to somehow escape the battlecruisers destruction. 
Unable to stop & search, the frigate returned with the news to the UEF admiralty, who swiftly 
dispatched the heavy cruiser 'Aphrodite's Child' carrying three Utility Shuttles of the 6th S.S.A.R. 
Squadron, with orders to rescue any survivors…  
 
Starting Fleets  

• Fleet A: UEF Aphrodite's Child (a standard Heavy Cruiser) fitted with a Pulse Cannon in the 

turret + 3 Utility Shuttles. The Aphrodite's Child has 11 Crew XP and the 'I always trust my 
instincts', 'Damage Control teams on standby' and 'Re-routing power through secondary cir-
cuits' Command Skills. All 3 Utility Shuttle may each use the 'Evasive Manoeuvrer Alpha' 
Command skill ONCE during the battle.  

 

• Fleet B: The Lorica Colony forces are randomly rolled & arrive on a random table edge via 

rolls on the 'Lorica Colony Patrol' Table in the special scenario rules on the next page. The 
Lorica Colony player has a total of 13 Crew XP to spread across his total forces, and may 
assign the 'Emergency power to thrusters', 'Gunner – engine room only, understand?' and 
'Attack Pattern Omega!' Command Skills to any three of his ships, 1 skill per ship, as they 
arrive & as desired.  

 
Starting Speed / Set-up  

• Set-up the table – a playing area of 48”x 48” is required. Place at least 5 clusters of 4-7  
 asteroids, with no cluster being closer than 8” or further than 12” from at least one other  
 asteroid. Then place a further 5-10 individual asteroids randomly in any large gaps between 
 the clusters to make for a dense field of asteroids. 
 

• Set-Up Fleet A: The UEF Aphrodite's Child enters anywhere along any edge at the start of 

Turn 1 at any speed up its maximum speed. The Utility Shuttles carried by the UEF  
 Aphrodite's Child may not be launched prior to the game starting but may be launched any 
 time thereafter – see special scenario rules below. 
 

• Set-Up Fleet B: Whenever a ship belonging to Lorica Colony enters the table it enters via a  
 random edge at any choice of speed up to its maximum speed. 
 

• The UEF Aphrodite's Child may opt to withdraw off any edge of table at any time after it 

has successfully recovered ALL the Nimrod's survivors. 
 

• The Lorica Colony ships may not leave the table until the UEF Aphrodite's Child has been  

 destroyed – any that do so are lost & may not return to the battle  
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Special Scenario Rules  
 

• Utility Shuttles: These small craft are not much larger than a fighter-bomber, but they 

are far tougher, having a single shield and a short range laser turret for self defence. 
 They have a speed of 8” maximum (treat them as fighters for all movement purposes), 
 their turreted laser is restricted to a range of 6”, and they require 2 hits to destroy (1 to 
 knock down their shield and 1 to destroy the shuttle itself). 
 A ships lasers may target them  but at a -10 penalty to-hit, but PDS and missiles may target 
 them normally. 
 Launching a Utility Shuttle requires the launching ship to move in a straight line (no turning 
 allowed) and at a speed less than the shuttles maximum speed. 
 And a maximum of 1 shuttle can be launched per turn.  
 Recovering a shuttle requires the same limits – no turning allowed, maximum speed is 
 equal to or less than the shuttles maximum speed.  
 

• The Nimrod survivors: At the start of the game roll 1D3+1 to determine how many 

groups of survivors there are. 
 Locating the Nimrod survivors requires either the Aphrodite's Child or a Utility Shuttle to 
 scan an asteroid cluster – to do this roll 1D10 and if the roll is equal to or greater than the 
 distance to the asteroid the scan is successful. 
 On a successful scan roll, roll another 1D20 and on a roll of 18+ 1 group of survivors have 
 been located. 
 Recovering the survivors requires either a Utility Shuttle to pass within 2” of the asteroid at 
 a speed of 4” or less and then return to the Aphrodite's Child carrying the  survivors, or for 
 the Aphrodite's Child herself to stay within 2” of the asteroid at a speed of 4” or less for 1 
 turn whilst the survivors are jet-packed over. 
 

• At the start of Turn 1 the Lorica Colony player has no ships on the table, but starting Turn 

1, at the end of each turn roll 1D20 and consult the 'Lorica Colony Ships on Patrol' table  
 below. 
 Each Lorica Colony ship MUST enter the table via a randomly selected table edge and at 
 any speed up to their maximum speed. 
 Once there are 4 Lorica Colony ships (of any type) on the table, the Lorica Colony player 
 must stop rolling for additional ships until there  are less then 4 on the table, at which point 
 he may roll again.  

D20 Lorica Colony Ships On Patrol …  

1—8 The stars are veiled in silence… for now… No Lorica Colony ships arrive this 
next turn.  

9-11 'Incoming contact … Lorica Z4 type vessel inbound...'  1 x Lorica Colony  
Frigate (Zeta Colony Frigate) arrives at the start of the next Turn.  

12-14 'Drive emissions detected… Lorica Z5 type vessel inbound & closing fast!'  
1 x Lorica Colony Destroyer (Zeta Colony Destroyer) arrives at the start of the next 
Turn.  

15-17 'CONTACT! Lorica Z6 type cruiser on approach, weapons hot!' 1 x Lorica  
Colony Light Cruiser (Zeta Colony Light Cruiser) arrives at the start of the next Turn.  

18-20 ‘WARNING! Multiple inbound bogies… Lorica Colony ships detected! '  
1 x Lorica Colony Frigate (Zeta Colony Frigate) and 1 x Lorica Colony Destroyer (Zeta 
Colony Destroyer) arrives at the start of the next Turn. 
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• Remember: The Lorica Colony player has a total of 13 Crew XP to spread across his total 

forces, and may assign the 'Emergency power to thrusters', 'Gunner – engine room only, 
understand?' and 'Attack Pattern Omega!' Command Skills to any three of his ships, 1 skill 
per ship, as they arrive & as desired. 

 Whenever a Lorica Colony ship enters the table the Lorica Colony Player MUST assign any 
 number of Crew XP points (including 0 points if so desired) to the newly arriving ship, up to 
 the maximum amount, and may choose to assign any one of the Command Skills to the 
 newly arriving ship if so desired – the Lorica Colony player is not required to assign either 
 Crew XP or Command Skills to any particular ship. 
 Once a particular Command Skill has been assigned to a specific ship it cannot be assigned 
 again – each Command Skill can only be assigned once. 
 
Scoring  

• Points are not used to score victory in this game. 

 
Game End  

• The game ends when either 

 A). The Aphrodite's Child escapes off table carrying the Nimrod’s survivors = UEF win. 
 B). The Aphrodite's Child retreats off table having found or rescued no survivors, or it is  
 destroyed = Lorica Colony win. 
 C). If the Aphrodite's Child withdraws off the table with some of the survivors but leave 
 some other survivors behind = Draw (but roll 1D20 – on a roll of 11+ the survivors include 
 the missing UEF presidents daughter … )  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: the data sheets for the Utility Shuttles are on the last page of this scenario pack. 
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Deep Black Sea... 
 
In a distant, dark & silent corner of the long abandoned Sector 013, a ship slowly moves through 
the vastness.  
On board the ship – the UEF Magellanic Clouds – three pairs of eyes are watching a small  
sensor display intently. 
 
“Are you sure, Mr Lee?”  
 
Captain William Grant, concentrating on the small screen, scratches his chin absent-mindedly. 
Beside him, his first officer, Lt. Commander Anne Ney, stands impassively, hands clasped behind 
her back. Captain Grant turns as his Scan Ops officer, Lt. George Lee, speaks. 
 
“Yes, Captain – a narrow beam of pulsing infrared light, in an unusual ultra high frequency, 
swept over us a few minutes ago, then swept us again just now – each pulse of the beam lasted 
approximately 2.5 seconds before ceasing, then pulsed again for another 2.5 seconds, before 
stopping.”  
 
“Can you determine its point of origin?” Grant wonders what could possibly cause such an odd IR 
beam – something natural perhaps?  
 
Lt. Lee, his brows scrunched in concentration as he works, narrows the Magellanic Clouds own 
sensor-receivers field width. After adjusting the settings a few times, he finally nods.  
 
“Yes, Captain – I have a rough point of origin. The beam appears to be coming from a dense 
field of asteroids scattered around the L3 Point of the fifth planet in this planetary system.”  
 
“What do you think, Ms Ney – I think it must be natural, but if so its highly unusual. Shall we go 
take a look?”  
 
Ney shrugs. “Well, we were sent here to take a look around, & this whole sector has barely been 
explored. There have been strange rumours – old spacers tales, missing ships mostly – about 
this whole sector for years, but nothing definitive has been observed – and we are the first  
official Federal ship here. Whatever it is, we'll be the first ones to see & observe it.”  
 
Captain Grant turns to the helm station, where the helmsman, Lt. Wilhelm Paulus, is sat. 
 
“Mr Paulus, adjust our course to close on the designated point of origin, if you please.” “Aye Sir, 
coming around to 340 degrees mark 099...”  
 

* * * * * *  
 
Nearly nine hours have slowly crawled by – space is epically VAST, thinks Lt. Paulus – before the 
Magellanic Clouds begins it's final approach to the co-ordinates. Behind him, Captain Grant and 
the first officer are returning to their stations, and the B-watch are going off duty. 
 
“On final approach now, Captain – range is less than 3000 K, reducing slowly, course 341 mark 
097.”  
 
“Mr Lee -anything?” Captain Grant stops watching the display screen and turns to his Scan-Ops.  
 
“No, Sir, nothing now… “ 
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Captain Grant turns back towards Ney and… Lee's shocked shout stops him cold…  
 
“…no! Wait… wait… Captain!… oscillating infrared pulse, 994 cycles, range 2312 K, bearing 347 
mark 101… one large object… at least cruiser mass but non-metallic… very high density… it's 
moving… Captain, it's moving towards us fast… my God, it's SO fast…”  
 
“Shields UP! On screen!” Grant turns back to the display, which is now showing a flat-black  
irregular, finned object that trails tendrils… or are they tentacles?… behind it. A triangular,  
flattened head-like structure at the front of the object glints in the faint starlight… and are those 
…teeth? Behind him, Lee shouts again…  
 
“Target object… emissions spike … !” 
 
The hull of the Magellanic Clouds rings - almost like a bell - and the deck plates flex, throwing 
the bridge crew from their seated positions. Then a shrieking noise, the sound of escaping air, 
comes from the bridges air-con vents & drowns out all other noises…  
 
“All hands - Battle Stations! I repeat - Battle Stations!” Lurching to his feet on an unsteady deck, 
Grant turns to his helmsman. “Helm – emergency thrust – any vector, just increase our  
separation from that… whatever it is… now. Damage Control – report. Science Station – report: 
What hit us?”  
 
As the shrieking from the vents fades, the deck plates roil again as the UEF cruiser commences a 
hard turn to port, combined with a violent roll & pitch – the main drive's pitch increases as Paulus 
pushes the ships engines to maximum. As Grant struggles back to his seat, he notices Ney 
slumped on the deck next to the tactical station, her neck kinked at a 'wrong' angle. 
No time to grieve, he thinks – I'm so sorry, Anne – but I've got another 276 souls to worry 
about…  
 
“Captain, Science: no idea what hit us - possibly an unknown energy beam - but like nothing 
we've ever seen before. It hit us just once - came right through our shields like they weren't 
there – yet it punched a hole just 1cm wide right through the ship, from side to side – a clean 
through and through. Sir, I've seen nothing like it...”  
 
“Bridge - DamCon report: No serious hull damage, no vital systems hit, 5 decompression  
casualties.”  
 
271 souls… Grant turns from Neys body, back to the helm stations and… Lee shouts again…  
 
“Emissions spike … !”  
 
The ships hull rings & the decks lurch… and this time the dull roar of an explosion comes through 
the vents…  
 
“Bridge – DamCon: Hit port side aft, hull breach deck 6, damage to fire control circuit central 
board – the whole boards fried, re-routing through back-ups now, 9 casualties…”  
 
262 souls…  
 
As he latches his chair straps in place, Grant's mind races. Who – or whatever – it is, it  
out-ranges us & our shields can't stop it anyway; It's faster than us already, and if the engines 
are hit it'll catch us even sooner… if I keep running, we're all going to die out here - but I'm not  
going down without a fight…  
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“Mr Paulus, hard about – make your course 330 mark 080, maximum thrust. Mr. O'Malley – I 
want you to divert all available power from our shields to weapons. Tactical – load all tubes with 
missiles, standby for my command. Doctor Mbenga – standby vacuum protocol… ”  
 
“All hands, this is the Captain, prepare for … ”  
 
“Emissions spike … !”  
 
The ships hull jerks, as if in agony, and a litany of voices can now be heard…  
 
“Oh my God… ”  
 
“Bridge – DamCon: Port Drive compression chamber number 4 penetrated, drive capacity  
reduced -50%, and the FTL's Primary Initiator is disabled… 11 casualties… ”  
 
…251 souls…  
 
“The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want… ”  
 
“Hull breach, deck 4… fires in main lift shaft… 5 casualties… ”  
 
…246 souls…  
 
“Mummy…  it hurts… ”  
 
“Range 1320 K, closing fast… ”  
 
“Tactical – all guns - open fire!”  

Starting Fleets  

• Fleet A: UEF Magellanic Clouds (a standard Heavy Cruiser), with a double laser turret plus a 

full load of standard missiles, and 3 Engineer Repair Teams. The Magellanic Clouds also has 
21 Crew XP and the 'Damage Control teams on standby' and 'Re-routing power through 
secondary circuits' Command Skills. 

• Fleet B: The Mako. See Data Card. The Mako moves by automatic rules (but also could be 

played by another player for a more… devious… opponent!)  
 
Starting Speed / Set-up  

• Set-up the table – a playing area of 54”x 48” is required. Place 1 cluster of 5-7 asteroids 10” 

out from any any one corner of the table. The rest of the table is open space. 

• Set-Up Fleet B: Set-up the Mako FIRST, 8” directly out from the asteroid cluster travelling at 

maximum speed (turn the Mako to face the Magellanic Clouds once it has been set up on 
the table) 

• Set-Up Fleet A: The UEF Magellanic Clouds sets-up SECOND, 16” from the Mako, facing any 

direction desired, and at maximum speed. 

• The UEF Magellanic Clouds may not leave the table at any time. 

• The Mako may not leave the table – if it does, so for any reason, it is automatically  

 destroyed.  
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Special Scenario Rules  
 

• The Magellanic Clouds begins the game with 2 points of hull damage & both the #07 

'Weapons Computer Targeting System' and the #01 Engines Hit' critical hits – these can be 
repaired as normal. Note – the Magellanic Clouds FTL is offline due to the engine damage! 

 

• The Mako: The Mako is a predatory vacuum-based life form – a sort of space shark – the 

size of a large cruiser.  
 Mindlessly aggressive & relentless, it MUST move directly towards the Magellanic Clouds 
 each and every turn, seeking to make base to base contact (note that this does NOT count 
 as a collision) during its movement where possible before continuing to move – if it does 
 make base to base contact during its movement, it may make a single 'Bite Attack' on the 
 Magellanic Clouds before continuing its movement. 
 If the Mako or the Magellanic Clouds ends its movement blocking the other ship then either 
 ship can just push past the other when it is next activated. 
 If the Mako is unable to make a Bite Attack in a turn, it will instead fire its 'Energy Beam 
 Weapon' at the Magellanic Clouds if in arc to do so. 
 The Mako's Bite Attacks hits on an D20 roll of 6+ and causes 1D3 hull damage, against 
 which shields do NOT protect but armour does protect as normal. 
 Any hull damage caused by the Mako's bite attack cannot cause a critical hit – the Mako 
 bites the targets surface, not deep into the ships interior. 
 The Mako may only make  one Bite Attack per turn. 
 The Mako's 'Energy Beam Weapon' this has a maximum range of 20” and hits on a roll of 
 6+ at all ranges. 
 If it hits, it ignores the Magellanic Clouds shields AND armour - then roll 1D20 on the Table 
 below:  

D20 Roll Mako Energy Beam Effects... 

1-4 Clean through and through…  
The Mako's energy beam punches a 1cm diameter hole clean through the 
hull, but doesn't hit any vital systems or cause any hull damage…  
 

5-9 Hull Breached!  
The Mako's energy beam punches a 1cm diameter hole clean through the 
hull, causing 1 point of hull damage, but otherwise doesn't hit any vital  
systems…  
 

10-19 System Penetrated…  
The Mako's energy beam punches a 1cm diameter hole clean through the 
hull, causing 1 point of hull damage & 1 automatic Critical Hit (roll as  
normal)…  
 

20 Spine structural failure – main drive reduced by thruster  
misalignment…  
The Mako's energy beam punches a 1cm diameter hole clean through the 
hull, causing 1 point of hull damage & 1 automatic Critical Hit (roll as  
normal), plus one automatic Critical Hit result of 01…  
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D20 Roll Mako Critical Hit Table. 

1-9 No effects discernible, Captain… The Mako suffers no ill effects…  

10-14 Stung!… The Mako is stung by pain, and counts as suffering from a -5 to-
hit penalty with both its Bite Attack and Energy Beam Weapon for 1D3 
turns…  

15-18 Nerve cluster shattered! The Mako's nervous system is hit, reducing its 
top speed by 1D6”. However, the nerves regenerate swiftly – the speed loss  
recovers at the rate of 1” per turn…  

19 Severely stunned!… The Mako is stunned by severe pain, and counts as  
suffering from the #08 Life Support critical hit…  

20 Brain Strike!… The Mako take a critical hit to its brain, killing it instantly!  

Scoring 

• Points are not used to score victory in this game, it is a simple Battle for Survival vs The 

Need to Feed… 

Game End  

• The game ends when either the Mako or the Magellanic Clouds is destroyed. 

• The Mako will keep attacking until either it or the Magellanic Clouds is destroyed.  

• The Mako is a space borne life form, not a ship with a crew, and as such its sub-light drive 

is biological in origin and provides not only a high maximum speed (at least for the Mako's 
size) of 10”, it also allows the Mako to accelerate/decelerate by up to 5” per turn.  

• The Mako is a space borne life form, not a ship with a crew, and as such it takes Critical 

Hits very differently. Whenever the Mako takes a point of 'hull' damage, roll 1D20 and on a 
roll of 19+ the Mako takes 1 Critical Hit – roll on the Mako Critical Hit table below: 
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Below are the datasheet for the Mako and the three Utility Shuttles, print these out and you can 
either laminate them or put them inside clear card sleeves so that you can use Dry Wipe markers 
to keep track of any damage etc. during your games. 


